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Background: ADB-led AML Initiatives

• “…statistics relating to TBML are not distinguished from those of 
other forms of ML. Data needed to combat TBML remain dispersed 
over various domestic sectors. Practices to compile and collate the 
statistics and data relevant to TBML vary among jurisdictions.”

• Policy recommendations à “…to have common formatting of how 
TBML statistics are to be recorded and maintained so that trends 
[and actionable intelligence] are more easily identifiable." 

à 2012 Asia/Pacific Group (APG) Report on 
Trade-Based Money Laundering:



• Add trade-relevant data elements to existing STR formats; 
adopt common data points across jurisdictions.

• Proposal is to select data points from a set of options.

• Implement Feedback Loop between industry, FIUs, LEAs
• Feedback on the efficacy of the data elements itself, NOT

the info contained in the data elements

Trade STR Data Points

Feedback Loop 
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PROPOSALS







‘FinCEN leaks’

ü STR/SARs are important data sets in fighting 
financial crimes but are underutilized 

ü FIUs and LEAs need concise, data-rich STRs

ü Must safeguard confidentiality of STR data

How this links to the initiative –
1. better structured STRs to help FIUs/LEAs sift through huge report 

volumes and reallocate time/resources to ‘higher threat/ more urgent’ 
ones

2. common data points make analysis and automation easier (use of APIs) 
– and facilitates cross-border exchange of financial intel 

3. feedback loop benefits to focus on materiality



Progress UPDATE

• SG ‘working group’ remains engaged 

• Dec 2020: tentative release of FATF TBML 
report – likely to mention ADB’s trade STR data 
points and feedback loop initiative

• Collaboration with UNODC goAML, WCO



To form ‘coalition of the willing’ for the “test” program

ü Coalition to lead and support 
discussions on TBML fields 
addition in goAML schema

ü FIUs would need to agree to 
“test” (make visible) the TBML 
fields once new schema is 
launched

ü No material additional cost –
ADB can cover cost for any technical    
assistance (training) required



Next Steps

§ At least three (3) jurisdictions agree to join/support the pilot
§ Confirmed – Indonesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka

§ Kickoff call to agree:
i. data elements
ii. promote TBML ‘stream’/focus group in goAML meeting
iii. “testing” implementation

§ ‘Observer Group’ to keep informed and engaged in the 
‘testing’ implementation
• APG
• AUSTRAC
• Wolfsberg Group
• UK HMRC
• Oceania Customs Organisation
• World Customs Organisation
• Interpol
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Thank You.


